Edgewater Markets expands global presence with
new personnel
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LeapRate Exclusive… Edgewater Markets, the NFA-registered non-bank FX liquidity provider,
has just informed that it has added to its team Phil Muldoon, David Fowler, Ananda Ariesta,
and Marvin Ng.

Phil Muldoon

Phil Muldoon joins the London team of the company as a Director of Institutional eFX Sales.
Prior to Edgewater, Mr. Muldoon was Global Markets Director – G10 FX & Rates at the National
Bank of Abu Dhabi. He was previously at Credit Agricole Corporate & Investment Bank, for
over 17 years, as Director on the FX Trading & eFX Risk Management teams, after holding
positions at Credit Suisse and Manufacturers Hanover Trust.
David Fowler, Institutional eFX Sales & Trader, also joins the London office. Fowler was
previously in Sucden Financial Limited where he worked for over 6 years in different
capacities, starting in Operations within the eFX brokerage business and then as an eFX
Analyst on the eFX sales desk. Mr. Fowler began his career at London Capital Group in
Institutional FX.
Ananda Ariesta is the new Director of Institutional eFX Sales in Edgewater’s Singapore office.
Mr. Ariesta worked as an eFX, Treasury & Derivatives Sales & Trader at Bank J. Safra Sarasin.
Prior to that, he was eFX, Treasury & Electronic Markets Solutions Sales at BNP Paribas.
Marvin Ng, Analyst, joins Ananda Ariesta in Singapore. He comes from HSBC where he
worked in operations within the eFX space. He will report directly to Shilpa Dubey, Head of
Singapore.
“It’s a pleasure to have individuals of this caliber join Edgewater’s team. The depth of their
knowledge and experience will allow us to further build the Edgewater brand and to continue to
focus on customer’s FX needs. This is a natural extension for us as it allows us to leverage the
tremendous growth and success we have had” said Skovran Schreder, co-founder and CEO of
Edgewater Markets.

“The execution of Edgewater’s hiring growth strategy is helping to ensure our clients seamless
and direct access to FX markets throughout the world – providing our clients with optimal,
efficient and low-cost FX electronic execution,” added Alex Scarsini, co-founder and President of
the firm.

